
Make the most of your business
with our industry-specific solution.
MatrixCare Enterprise Financials is a comprehensive suite of robust, fully integrated

modules for tracking and managing financial information. This solution was designed

specifically for use in the LTPAC industry and has a successful track record as a critical tool

for organizations of all sizes. MatrixCare has specialized in General Ledger and Accounts

Payable for over 30 years.
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General Ledger

The General Ledger solution provides for all of the 

standard GL functions, in addition to many unique 

features, such as user-defined query, reporting 

range and sort options. Tables can be modified to 

meet the individual needs of your organization.

Other Key Features include audit trails, flexible 

budgeting, and exportable financial statements.

Accounts Payable

The Accounts Payable system is flexible to 

accommodate one or several accounts, companies 

or multiple divisions. Streamline your accounting 

operations with time-saving features such as invoice 

importing, recurring invoices and positive pay file 

generation.

Bank Reconciliation

Enable quick and easy reconciliation with this one-way 

interface—from all checking accounts and deposits 

from billing, accounts payable and payroll, straight 

to MatrixCare’s Bank Reconciliation.

Fixed Assets

The Fixed Assets module provides easy-to-use tools 

to manage and depreciate assets while integrating 

with the Accounts Payable and General Ledger 

modules.

Capital Projects

The Capital Projects tool is designed to efficiently 

track departmental capital budgets. Transactions 

flow directly to the Capital Project Master from 

Accounts Payable and the General Ledger. 



Purchase Orders

The Purchase Orders module efficiently handles all 

standard purchase order and receiving functions. 

Seamless integration with Inventory Management 

provides for automatic purchase order generation 

on selected inventory items and quantity updates 

when purchase orders are marked received 

Integrates with Invoice Entry to reduce data entry.

Construction Projects

The Constructions Projects module provides the 

tools to effectively track costs associated with 

construction. The Construction Project Master 

offers a chance to record the projected cost of 

each category and sub-classification on a timeline 

basis. The actual to date plus any remaining future 

projected cost compared to the budget offers 

valuable variance information.

Inventory Management

The Inventory module provides real-time 

monitoring of inventory locations, quantities on 

hand, minimum and maximum quantities, price 

breaks and the re-order point for inventory items. 

Item pricing by vendor helps manage costs. This 

module is integrated with the Purchase Order 

module or can be run as stand-alone.

Entrance Fee and Amortization*

Simple setup of fee types. Enter and maintain 

resident entrance fees directly from the Resident 

Profile. Streamlined two-step process to calculate 

and post Amortization entries into General Ledger. 

Obtain YTD and Monthly reports.

Financial Reporting

Everything you need to produce your financial 

reporting. Nineteen different Financial Statement 

formats (including a custom statement option) 

that can be printed in summary or detail for any 

reporting division, department or consolidated 

for the company. Create alternate statements for 

internal reporting, board reporting, and financial 

institutions. Add notes to Financial Statements.  

Our financial reporting provides users with flexible, 

real-time reporting with drill-down capabilities.

*Available based on your solution.

MatrixCare provides software solutions in out-of-hospital care settings. As the multiyear winner of the Best in KLAS award for Long-Term Care Software and Home Health and 
Hospice EMR, MatrixCare is trusted by thousands of facility-based and home-based care organizations to improve provider efficiencies and promote a better quality of life for the 
people they serve. As an industry leader in interoperability, MatrixCare helps providers connect and collaborate across the care continuum to optimize outcomes and successfully 
manage risk in out-of-hospital care delivery. MatrixCare is a wholly owned subsidiary of ResMed (NYSE: RMD, ASX: RMD). To learn more, visit www.matrixcare.com and follow @
MatrixCare on Twitter.
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